
usually, only when he blinds himself to the
way in which a different kind of institution
perceives that same reality.

Among lower forms of life, it is biologi-
cal heredity which determines how percep-
tion is shaped into ideas for practice. Among
human beings, it is different. Animals can
not change their heredity; with humans, cul-
tural evolution, and cultural differentiation,
are determining.

The fatal error of those who think that
four-way partition of control of raw-material
resources can succeed in superseding the ex-
isting financial-economic order, is that they
refuse to see the inevitable doom which is
ensured by what they foresee as their in-
tended success. That is, for example, the ter-
rible mistake currently adopted by President
Putin’s Russia, to say nothing of the rest of
Europe and the U.S.A. itself.Presidents Putin and Bush in Crawford, Texas. Putin has made the terrible blunder

of thinking that a four-way great-power division of control over raw-material But, nonetheless, be cheerful. At least
resources can succeed in superseding the existing financial-economic order. one among us understands what this is all

about.

volves the raw materials (minerals, including oil) of South
DocumentationAmerica, Africa, Northern and Southwestern Asia, and

China. There is an emerging bloc between Western Continen-
tal Europe and Russia, a distinct role by China, and the U.S.
faction. NSSM200: Kissinger’s
Two Conclusions 1974 Plan for Genocide

Faced with considerations of the sort I have indicated
here, most people, including many in privileged positions,

This article, by Joseph Brewda, is reprinted from EIR, Dec.would either deny that such policies are afoot as leading poli-
cies, or would, on the other hand, insist that such ambitions 8, 1995.
will be successful. Both of those assumptions are false. This
can be best understood from the standpoint with which I began On Dec. 10, 1974, the U.S. National Security Council under

Henry Kissinger completed a classified 200-page study, “Na-this report.
For the ingenuous true believer, the motives of powerful tional Security Study Memorandum 200: Implications of

Worldwide Population Growth for U.S. Security and Over-forces must be explained in “common sense” terms, treating
existing institutions and traditions as, more or less, both self- seas Interests.” The study falsely claimed that population

growth in the so-called Lesser Developed Countries (LDCs)evident truisms about institutions and the force of popular
opinion. It does not occur to them that virtually every leading was a grave threat to U.S. national security. Adopted as offi-

cial policy in November 1975 by President Gerald Ford,bank of the world is currently bankrupt, and without the aid
of FDR-style measures, hopelessly so. “But, that’s my NSSM 200 outlined a covert plan to reduce population

growth in those countries through birth control, and also, im-money,” the credulous fellow shrieks! “They will never let it
happen!” another shouts! “Nobody will ever believe you!” plicitly, war and famine. Brent Scowcroft, who had by then

replaced Kissinger as national security advisor (the same postthe most irrational of those hysterics responds.
To understand how another responds to a change in his Scowcroft was to hold in the [George H.W.] Bush Adminis-

tration), was put in charge of implementing the plan. CIAenvironment, you must first recognize the way in which his
special set of adopted ways of perceiving reality shape his Director George Bush was ordered to assist Scowcroft, as

were the secretaries of state, treasury, defense, and agri-reaction to stimuli. The usually good strategic thinker, thinks
in terms of the rules of the game defined by the kinds of culture.

The bogus arguments that Kissinger advanced were notinstitutions taken into account; that strategic thinker fails,
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original. One of his major sources was the Royal Commis-
sion on Population, which King George VI had created in
1944 “to consider what measures should be taken in the
national interest to influence the future trend of population.”
The commission found that Britain was gravely threatened
by population growth in its colonies, since “a populous
country has decided advantages over a sparsely-populated
one for industrial production.” The combined effects of in-
creasing population and industrialization in its colonies, it
warned, “might be decisive in its effects on the prestige
and influence of the West,” especially affecting “military
strength and security.”

NSSM 200 similarly concluded that the United States
was threatened by population growth in the former colonial
sector. It paid special attention to 13 “key countries” in
which the United States had a “special political and strategic
interest”: India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Indonesia, Thailand,
the Philippines, Turkey, Nigeria, Egypt, Ethiopia, Mexico,
Brazil, and Colombia. It claimed that population growth in
those states was especially worrisome, since it would quickly
increase their relative political, economic, and military

Henry Kissinger’s NSSM-200 called Third World populationstrength.
growth a national security threat to the United States, andFor example, Nigeria: “Already the most populous coun-
advocated seizing the food and raw materials of targetted nations,

try on the continent, with an estimated 55 million people in in order to curb their population growth and technological
development.1970, Nigeria’s population by the end of this century is

projected to number 135 million. This suggests a growing
political and strategic role for Nigeria, at least in Africa.”
Or Brazil: “Brazil clearly dominated the continent demo- national power? . . . Is the U.S. prepared to accept food ration-

ing to help people who can’t/won’t control their populationgraphically.” The study warned of a “growing power status
for Brazil in Latin America and on the world scene over the growth?”

Kissinger also predicted a return of famines that couldnext 25 years.”
make exclusive reliance on birth control programs unneces-
sary. “Rapid population growth and lagging food productionFood As a Weapon

There were several measures that Kissinger advocated to in developing countries, together with the sharp deterioration
in the global food situation in 1972 and 1973, have raiseddeal with this alleged threat, most prominently, birth control

and related population-reduction programs. He also warned serious concerns about the ability of the world to feed itself
adequately over the next quarter of century and beyond,”that “population growth rates are likely to increase apprecia-

bly before they begin to decline,” even if such measures he reported.
The cause of that coming food deficit was not natural,were adopted.

A second measure was curtailing food supplies to target- however, but was a result of Western financial policy: “Capi-
tal investments for irrigation and infrastucture and the organi-ted states, in part to force compliance with birth control poli-

cies: “There is also some established precedent for taking zation requirements for continuous improvements in agricul-
tural yields may be beyond the financial and administrativeaccount of family planning performance in appraisal of assis-

tance requirements by AID [U.S. Agency for International capacity of many LDCs. For some of the areas under heaviest
population pressure, there is little or no prospect for foreignDevelopment] and consultative groups. Since population

growth is a major determinant of increases in food demand, exchange earnings to cover constantly increasingly imports
of food.”allocation of scarce PL 480 resources should take account of

what steps a country is taking in population control as well as “It is questionable,” Kissinger gloated, “whether aid do-
nor countries will be prepared to provide the sort of massivefood production. In these sensitive relations, however, it is

important in style as well as substance to avoid the appearance food aid called for by the import projections on a long-term
continuing basis.” Consequently, “large-scale famine of aof coercion.”

“Mandatory programs may be needed and we should be kind not experienced for several decades—a kind the world
thought had been permanently banished,” was foreseeable—considering these possibilities now,” the document contin-

ued, adding, “Would food be considered an instrument of famine, which has indeed come to pass.
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